6.1
'!'he six viads - an

imaginary

conversation.

- When we do the mo4itation we start from where we a.re.
state &r bad, it doesnt matter.

we ascend to a higher level.

Good

If we use the right triad

No mistake abou-t it - we ascend

from a bad state to a good one.

- What triad is it?
- It depends on being passive - we know if we are a.oti ve it
doesnt work. . And there a.ro only two triads wl:dch. begin with

passive force.
food table.

There is the triad O C N - the triad in the
This is a cosmic triad - it originates on the

level of consciousness.

Then there is the triad ON

c.

This

triad originates on a lower level - the level o:f' functions.
- What is the difference between them?
- You can tell the difference by the force at the end.
triad O C N~ nitrogen is the end product.
the end product is carbon.

In the

Xn the triad O N C,

'!'he triad O CB leads to sattva,

the triad ON C leads to rajas.
- So the triad O N C isnt the righ.t one?
- It doesnt bring us to the kingdom of heaven.

It brings us to

a different kingdom of heaven - tlw.t is the trouble.

We try to

call to mind what we want - we make a picture of what we want to
be or where we want to get - and it seems very wonderful.

But it

.leads us nowhere, because the kingdom of heaven isnt -really like that its just an idea we have about it.

And so we begin to force,

and the meditation doesnt work.

- So what is the right 'triad?
-

The right triad is the triad O C N.

You just do it - you dont

make any picture or have a:ny preconceived idea - you just go a.head.
And presently it comes to you - there isnt any mistake about it.
It is there - it exists within you.
without any effort on your part.

So it comes quite naturally,
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- Then is the triad O ll C a.lwaJ'S wrrm.(f?

They are pa.rt of the

- Bone of the six triads are wrong ..

order of the universe, so how could they be wrong?
just that we dont understand.

It is

Th.ere is only one wa:y a

thing can be done.
-

So what is the triad O N C really for?

-

The

triad ON C is the way man calls to mind what he wants.

All his dreams, his ambitians, his desires come about through
this triad.

And if' he goes on calling to mind the same desire

for long enough, he creates will.

And the stronger his will,

the more ef':fort he makes and the more suffering he will endure
in order to get what he wants.

:Bat of course he

~

want the

wrong thing, and then it is all a waste of time.
- How can we be sure we dont want tho wrong thing?
-

The meditation brings us to ourselves, and then there is no

longer ::my question what we want •••••

- Are anJ' other triads used in the meditation?

- If' we manufacture enough nivogon, through the triad O C N,
then the triad N O C will begin to work.

It is this triad

which brings us to ourselves - which brings us there so unexpectedly,
during the meditation.

And at other times, too, it comes

unexpectedly', like a. miracle.

All :forms of revelation, the

sudden realisation of truta, artistic inspiration and so on

belong to this tria.d.

You see, the carbon it produces is on

a very high level - it is the divine will working through one.

That is because it is a cosmic triad - it originates on the level
of consciousness.
- Is there another triad that begins w1 th nitrogen?

- Yes, there is tho triad N

Co.

This triad can be very destructive.

J'us t as you are getting there a bogey man comes along and s tea.ls
1 t all away - an old la.g, full of mistrust, :fea.r,prejudice or

something o:f the sort.
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- Wha. t can you do about him?

- Invite him in and make him comfortable, while you continue with
the meditation.

Presently he will. get bored and disappear~

- Has this triad. any useful purpose?
.... When you. come

to think a.bout it, certa.in things have got to

be destroy-ed - old worn out truths, for instance, metruMls that
no longer wor~-!-:.rorgotten teachings, past experiments.

But the

world ,nr· too full of destruction - too
tu.11 of destruc-tion and
'
:·· ·

violence.

You haw only to read the newspapers •••••••

- And during the day, when one is active, what triads does one use?
There are two triads that begin with active force -

'l'h.G i"iPst. is one of the three cosmic

C O N and the triad "C N O.

triads.

the triad

It is the triad of' creation.

All right action comes

from this triad - it always creates something new.

And it

produces unity and ha.ppin0as - you see, it ends in nitrogen, like
tho triad O C lf.

ll' the meditation is successful, then this

triad follows naturally, f'or the one helps the other.
- How can one tell when one is using it?
-

When you speak or a.et from yourself - when it just comes out

of you from the right place.

the carbon - is you.

You see, the active principle -

There ia no pretence abou"t it - when it

comes from yourself' it is right.
- And the other triad - the triad C NO?

- This triad is comieoted with mechanical actions - actions that
go by themselves.

into p ~ .

On

Directly our £'unc1.ions begin working it comes

the level of consciousness it is out of place.

So it ca.nnot be used in the meditation?
- It simply gets in the wa;y - turning thoughts and so on - they

just go by themselves.

:But they dont matter -

they a.re not of the

least importance, provided one does not struggle with them or

take any notice of them.

Like any other disturbance, then are
ways of a.voiding them.

In fact, it is the same w1 th each of

the three triads that originate cm the level of our functions.
If it were not :for them the med.11.a.tion would go perfectly every
time.

You see, -the medita:tion is not concerned with functions,

it. is concerned with ·consciousness.

So these are the only three

things that can stand in its way, and once we learn to recognise
them, they will cease to worry us any longer.

That is the

great secret - it is only beca.use w e ~ about them that they

matter.

- There is one more thing I would rather like to aek - what part
does attention plq in the medi ta ti.on?

- :tt is attenti.on taa.t

brings the three forcea in the triad together.

- How do you mean?
- I:f i-t were no~, ~or attention, the three forces would not be attracted

to- each other, and so nothing would happen.
- So how can I increase 11V' attention?
_ ~ mant:r& itself crea'tes the attention.

to do

'!'here is nothing

zoo

have

a.bout it.

- But I thought we bad to hol.d our attention on the mantra?
- No.

Thei-e is no need to worl."¥ about attention.

If you continue

to repeat the mantra, you will find. it increases naturally.

The

nearer you get to the source of the mantra, the stro!D.ger your attention

becomes.
- But how
-

The

can it ge-t stll'onger on its mm?

man1:r& produces 'the right energy" and so your attention increases.

You seet a.t'ttmtian is a. matter of ener§' - energy on the le"Tel of
consciousness.

It is one of the characteristics of the nitrog911

produce<i by the meditati.s.
the force of gra.vi ta.ttan.

llitrogen holds e v e ~ together, like
The more n1 trogen there is, the more

ever.ything is connected, and so the more attanti.on one bas.
- So what should I do a.bout attention?
- Do the med1 ta ti.on.
- P,.nd during the dq?

- Do what you have

to do, and enjoy it.

the more you will find to enjoy.

The

more nitrogen you have,

As time goes on you will :find your

life is filled with a:ttenti.on more and. more.

6.6

ON THE SUBJECT OF TRIADS•

What

an extraordinary thing it is that we are able to explain

the meditation so clearly in terms -of our own ~ystem - I mean- through
.t-he food -t able and- the idea. of triads!

-For the triad which oecu:ra- -throughout the food table

is

the triad

of 'regenerationt 1 and ~hrough its use in the meditation we beeome regeneratea in ..spirit.

{Not without- reason did the- Maharishi oall it the

• spiri tu~.l re-generation movement.')

-It is -this triad which begins with

_passive -foree; · and--i:f it is suocess:fully .caPri&d -out, third · foroe -or sa.ttva

i s the result-, for it oomes last in -ol!der.,
But only a -small part of' aur -t ime is spent in meditation - the

rest is spent going about our daily work.

-And: -if in our daily work we

are- helped ·by the meditation, perhaps -more than anything else it enables
us to use eur -energy oreatively.

When this happens it is the ea.me triad

as -that in the --ra-y of ere-atiOl'l and the - table of hydrogens which is being
used.

It is this triad which begins- with active force; al'ld if it is

successfully ·carried out.,· once aga-in third force op sattva is the result,
-for it cemes last in order.

There are theref'ore two ways of' increasing sattva - o:f manufacturing
it, so to speak..
action.-

-One way is through -medita t-ion, the other is through -

-What is - this mysterious - thing· aattva?

If there is enough

of it, we know -that at- some unexpected -moment the triad which begins with
t-hird force ea.n com& about;

·and when this -happens a ··pea.rl ·drops

unexpectedly into our hand-s - a pearl -from -the bottom of the sea, perhaps.
But what -exactly is sa.t-tva - how can we understand it better?
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Whe-na- man uses a leve-.r, his hands on the lever are the active
:fo:r-ce, and -the weight he is lifting -is -the passive force.

'!!he ful crurn

-of the -le-ver is t-he third f'oroe, -for it -is nei-ther active nor passive.
But-· is not -the real -:functi-on -of the fu-lcrum to--join -the -other two f'orces

together - --to eonneet ihe whole -apparatus -tog-ether and enable -it to -work?
In the -same way; when dough is leavened,- it - is- -the le-aven which eormeets
the diff'erent ingredients -togetb,er and- enables th-em to became bread.
so with the-kingdom-of --h eaven.

And

-It is third -force which connects together

and unites, -and-enables things to circulate.

-'The kingdom -o:f heaven is

like-unto -l eaven, which a woman took,- and -hid in three -measures -of meal,till the whole -was leavened•.
So here at last is a practical approach to the study of triads
one that we can use every day, whether we -are spending our money in the

ma.rket place, or back -in the treasuey :filling our pockets with gold.
a.re we a~ longer in doubt about what w-e have to do.
ascending, the othe-r descending.

Nor

For -one triad is

Only there-f'ore by being passive -can we

ascend toward heaven - by --being active we -cannot under -any circumsta.nee climb
-upwards.

Nor can -we, by -being passive, create a -new heaven upon ea:Fth - to

do so requires -ac-tion, requi:res effo-rt.

And although -the ~rocess in this ca&e

is a descending one, none the less, -e-a.ttva -is-the result.

But what -about the other three triads -- how do they fit into the
scheme o:f things?-

The answer is simple - -if we know -wha-t the first three

triads are, the others are --not that !

For exa.mpl-e, once we have
1
experienced wha.t the right triad for the medita.tion
one that produces

l~i--the

sattva.;, we shall kn~lw~~ethe other -triad -which begins with passive force is
like~ . -- For i -t is s-omethi:ag whi-eh -begin-s in. the -same way -but ·-h as a dif:ferent
resul.t ; not necessarily a bad result, -even- perhaps a brilliant -one, but
different. ( An example -might be w:ha.t the Maharishi baa -called 'mood-ma.ld.ng').
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In the same way, once we have experienced what the tria.d used during the day
is like - the one that produces . sa"ttva, we shall know at once what. the other
triad whieh begins with a.oti.v-e force is like~

For it is · something which •

starts in the · same -way but has a. different result; once .again, not necessarily
a bad result or a wrong one; but different..

(.An example might be 'blowing

-off steam' - and ons of' the best ways of doing this is -in laughter • . What -a
wonderful thing laughter is! ) ..

And then there is the triad which begins with third force.

As

with the first one, the f'act that i t begins with third- -f 'oroe means that we

cannot see -where it comes · from ·- it happens unexpeetedly.

But unlike the ·

first triad, which ends in-the -creation of something -nm,, this triad ends in
the des truotion -of what is -old

~

· casting off of old ga.J:.>ments.

the elimina t-ion of' useless ma. teria.1, the

F.or just as death has to oome before we a.re

-born again, so everything old has to go in order that -new may come.

But how

or -when is beyond our direct control .......
"••••• and beneath he.r smile I suddenly felt that in my soul the flower
of some bright under-standing was opening.~•~••and the terror -of -death
b~gan to -depart from me.~ *
(* Tarot

1

pen pie ture t

-

Th.e Empress - P. D. Ouspensky' s New Mode 1)

TRIADS.
I)

T"ne triad we have called 'creation' has the order of forces carbon -

oxygen - nitrogen.

We have expressed this by saying that the creator

(carbon), in the process of creation produces a prototype (oxygen), £ram
the evolution of which the created world becomes mani£es~ (nitrogen}.
( The Absolute creates a Galaxy, and from that gala:xy the whale Universe

evolves)

(Nature creates a cell - the germ cell - and from that cell the

whole body is derived)

(God created Adam, and from Adam crune a.11 Mankind).

- There are examples everywhere, on every see.le;

it is a process which

moves from the unmanifest to the manifest, from a hidden source to an
ordered and visible result.

2)

Now there is another triad, in which the order of forces is nitrogen -

oxygen - carbon.

'!his is the triad we have called 'artistic creation• or

the influence of higher worlds, or the force that is necessary to fill an
interval in the octave, and so on.

Its action is not so clear to us - it

is difzicult to understand logically, it is more elusiv~.

But there is one

thing about it we never noticed before - it is the exact oppesite 1 the
mirror image 1 of the first, the creative triad.

What could this mean?

If the first triad moves rrom a hidd&n source to an ordered and visible

result, this triad moves in the opposite way - backward toward the source.
If we trace each step backward one by one, we find they involve first, the
rediscovery of · the prototype from which the present state of affairs has
come; and then reunion with the one that created that prototype.

6. lO

3)

Many examples come to mind, and many different meanings can be found.

'11here is the idea. o:f movement into the past, of reincarnation, and of
recurrence;

and there is the idea of finding the source - o:f tracing the

original, the pure unspoilt form from which ~ngs as we know them now were
If lfa.n could rediscover Adam, he would then find God;

clerived.

we know to be true.
applies to our system.

and

this

But in a less abstract, a more practical sense, it
For what in fact does the rediscovery of the system

First, the finding of a prototype - the system as it originally was,

mean?

eomplete and in its true form;

and then the sou.roe :from which it came, with

an understanding of those who created it, andwby they gave it to the world.

4)

It would obviously be wrong to assume tbat the triad n i t r o g e ~ *

-oxygen

Fould

-=

image of' the triad of creatiQD;

/

but curiously enough it helps to explain

certain things we had already ascribed to it.
for instance have a strange taste a.bout it

already knew?

->--

only be taken in this sense, . as the opposite or the mirror

or

Does not artistic creation

remembering something we

Is it not always £rom a hidden source - from a higher

level than oneself - that the inspiration comes?

And on a larger scale,

do not a.11 great movements in · art be.gin with a return to something more

primitive, more original than the over elaborate and over developed art of
the times?

(* Colir~1 s corr e ction )

5)

And then there is the question of evolution - evolution on the scale of
It is especially

humanity - and its relation to past and future.

interesting at this time, when so many of us feel that the future of
humanity is at stake, to read what Mr,. Ouspensky says in the New° Model on
this subject:-

'Evolution, i.e. improvement, must come from the pa.st.

It ·is not

enough to evolve i.l'l the future, even if this were possible.
cannot leave behind us the sins of our past.

that nothing disappears.
existence.

We

We must not forget

Everything that has been is still in

The whole history of h:umani.ty is•the history of crime',

and the material for this history- continually grows.

We cannot· go far

The past still exists, and it

£orwa.rd with such a past as ours.

gives and will give its results, creating new., and ever new c~imes.
Evil bege1:s evil.

In order to destroy- the evil-consequence it is

necessary to destroy ~he evil-cause.

If' the cause o:f the evil

lies in the past, it is useless to look for it in the present.

And

ma.n must go back, seek :for and destroy the causes of evil, however

far back they may lie.

It is only in this idea that a hint of' the

possibility of a general evolution can be found.

It is only in

. this idea that the possibility of changing the ka.nna of humanity
lies, because changing the karma. means changing the past~•

(A New Model of the Universe)

(Chapter XI.
•

•

•

•

pp 432-433.)

